Abstract-The successful command and control of Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) depends heavily upon an organization's communications and network platforms. These platforms must provide effective, efficient, affordable communications among operational and tactical commanders, among globally distributed subject matter expert advisors, and especially, between these two groups.
INTRODUCTION
In the emerging reality of network-centric warfare, it is becoming increasingly evident that space-based tactical networking solutions can effectively facilitate synchronous Reach back and collaboration between on-scene commanders and subject matter experts in the remote locations. Many researchers and members of multilateral security organizations acknowledge the urgency of finding approaches to provide solutions to intractable threats from the illicit proliferation and use of weapons of mass effect (WME), illicit trafficking and piracy. The need is most urgent in the many ungoverned and under-governed regions, and across the global commons, such as Gulf of Aden in the Somali Basin area. Since 2009, the researchers at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) together with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and overseas partners started to explore the benefits of using very small, Picosatellite based, private orbital tactical networking nodes to support expert Reach back and coordination in Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) scenarios. Typically Picosatellite is defined as the smallest type Cube Satellite (<10kg) category, with short life-time in orbit (1-3 months), and overall weight of 1 kg or less. Within the framework of ongoing MIO Experimentation Campaign [1] , we envision an addition of Picosatellite based orbital nodes, as an extension of the existing MIO testbed infrastructure, which has been originally developed by the NPS and LLNL to support the MIO experiments focused on countering maritime sourced nuclear radiation threats. The testbed overseas sites are operated by academic partners from the University of Bundeswehr, Swedish Defense Research Agency and others. They enable the research team to explore challenging solutions for tagging and monitoring small craft sourced nuclear material illicit transfer between the continents. The Tubesat based orbital ad hoc networking nodes will provide vital space element for coordinating detection awareness between the Foreign Origin layer, Transit layer, Foreign Point of Departure, Transit-to-Target, and so one down to the Target Vicinity layer of the emerging ninelayer Nuclear Detection Architecture Model (DNDO, 2009). Currently, tagging and global tracking of small craft transported illicit material could be accomplished using a combination of low bandwidth Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellite links (Iridium, GlobalStar), cellular GSM 3G/4G networking for feeding tag GPS location (or similar method in the GPS denial areas) to situational awareness systems. Such methods have multiple limitations due to the high dependency on the LEO constellation access, especially in when such spaces assets become unavailable or taken down. The Picosatellite based orbital node provides a low cost tactical alternative for processing the detection data and relaying it to geographically distributed fusion centers [2] . It provides for the "private" ad hoc orbital node that sensor operators and experts could use at their discretion to collect data from unattended sensors, follow small craft over the large distances, etc.
II. MIO REACHBACK NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS
The robust agile Reach back networking solutions enable distributed MIO teams on-the-move to rapidly exchange information updates with assisting tactical, or higher level operational and strategic centers. The Reach back capabilities have specific operational characteristics which are critical the Maritime Interdiction Operation success. They include, but are not limited to Real Time information flow. In the event that a MIO is being conducted on board a suspect merchant vessel, the boarding team commander requires expert analysis and recommendations. For example, a boarding team may request an accurate identification of possible fissile materials based upon alerts from a team member's hand-held sensor on board a merchant vessel. Timely assessment is critical in order for the team commander to determine whether to proceed further for his search on board the vessel or retreat in order not to pose a risk to human life and eventually to the overall success of the mission. In a present day scenario, a MIO team commander communicates via radio with the tactical command afloat (e.g. frigate, fast patrol boat). The tactical command afloat relays the information to a fusion center ashore and awaits responses, which are then forwarded back to the team commander on board the suspect vessel. In this C2 communication channels loop, the action officer must rely on others to accurately relay detailed, time critical information at the tactical command to the ashore fusion center, and so on. This method is neither adequately rapid nor reliable, given the volatility of communications afloat. Nonetheless, it is the current state of the art that is available during MIO operations. Giving the afloat officer the ability to communicate directly with the command operational center (fusion center) and technical experts will afford him with the synchronous collaboration capability that he needs to make rapid decisions and minimize operational risk to his boarding team. An example vignette follows regarding the localization and tracking of illegal WMD materials. During the search of a suspect merchant vessel, a boarding team member with a handheld WMD sensor device receives an indication that he is in the proximity of an unspecified type of fissile material. His sensor only provides information regarding the source's radiation activity. Unable to transmit from his present location, the sensor operator returns to the outside deck of the suspect vessel in order to transmit the readings to his tactical command. The data is then forwarded to a fusion center via satellite or another communication mode beyond the boarding team's range. Delays can and do occur but the benefits of providing the boarding officer with rapid, reliable, efficient communications with the fusion center and technical experts directly are clear. The team is safer and more efficient at adjudicating the situation. Time to make decisions on how to move onboard the merchant vessel, when all the crew is gathered somewhere and delays may create psychological tension, is a serious factor and if time is limited to the minimum extend then it is more productive and safer for the conduction of the mission. By this aforementioned example it is obvious that by giving to the action officer the capability of communicating directly with experts ashore is of critical importance and with the use of Picosatellites over the operational area we will have this capability in place by using command and control networks that will link the action area officer, the tactical afloat command and the fusion center as well. This is one approach that finally will provide effectiveness and efficiency to the completion of the overall operational mission. This approach is nowadays a need for MIO advising upon request which eventually will direct the mission to potential success. At least MIO advising in real time will not clog the evolution of the operation but it will add to it positive dynamics.
III. PICOSATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS CRITICAL TO MIO SUPPORT
In the described project we use a particular version of the Picosatellite system, which is developed by the Interorbital Co, and is named as Tubesat. The NPS experimentation team has recently acquired three Tubesat kits, and, under the company's assistance, is currently assembling three Tubesats (Fig. 1) , which are expected to enter the elliptical low orbit in the second half of 2011. It is a standalone Pico-satellite with minor capability of data networking, space imaging, and on-board processing. The Tubesat has a total mass of 0.75 kg, including 0.2-0.3 kg available for the MIO experiment payload. The Tubesat is designed to operate for up to 3 months, from a 310 km circular polar orbit, with an orbital longevity of 3 weeks to 3 months, depending on the solar weather (orbital decay). To date, no Picosatellite, including Tubesat has any on board propulsion; which is why the orbital decay parameter will affect the lifetime of the orbit. The Tubesat MIO critical microsatellites, (g) Vertical /Horizontal system accuracy, esp. in cargo vessels between searching decks, (h) Major data volume and transmission delay constraints associated with using Tubesats / Picosatellites as standalone orbital nodes supporting the MIO scenarios with no commercial or military networks available to support the mission.
IV. STK MODELLING of TUBESAT SUPPORT for MIO
The described modeling effort is based on the assumption that a boarding or field officer needs to communicate via Picosatellite nodes in a near real time environment, providing information to experts in data fusion center and receiving an advice back from them. It is assumed that intelligence has been received that merchant vessel or small craft are transferring WMD materials in the area of operation. The detection / boarding team is deployed . The boarding officer locates the material but he does not know how to handle it. In this case he needs to send all the information that he has collected back to a fusion center, where a WMD specialist is behind a WMD in MIO cell advising the boarding officer how to react and what are the safety precautions that he needs to undertake. The STK model of Tubesat integration in such type operation was designed based on the two options. The first modeling option is based on a four Tubesat type Picosatellites integration in MIO Reachback. The second modeling option is based on a six satellites integration capability. The orbital characteristics have been selected so as the satellites to be in polar orbits and the apogee and perigee altitude remains constant at 310 km due to the fact that the Tubesat PICOMIO satellites will orbit in this altitude. The inclination for every satellite has been chosen to be 90 degrees and the true anomaly for the circular orbit is always zero. The two parameters that we are changing is the Argument of Perigee and the Right Ascension for the Ascending Node (RAAN), which are being changed respectively in order to have an optimum coverage in the areas of interest.
V. PICOSATELLITE INTEGRATION MODELING RESULTS
We've conducted the simulation runs for both model based on the NPS scenario for the upcoming MIO experiment in the second half of 2011. Table 3 illustrates modeling results for the Tubesat expected passes on June 6th indicatively. It highlights the fact that and approximate total time that the PICOMIO satellites will be available for communication is 120 minutes per day. The model identifies vital time-delay structure for boarding officer reachback communications. On a given day the total passes of the four Picosatellites are fluctuating from 12 to 18 consecutive orbits. Each time a satellite is orbiting over the ground station or over the operations area, the time duration that we can have access to it is also fluctuating from 2 to 9 minutes. So this is the optimum timeframe that we can use in order to send information back and forth to a ground station or to an operational area. The approximate total time that we have during a whole day to communicate through a satellite is 120 minutes (2 hours during the day). In table 2 we can see for the dates of 6 th and 7 th of June 2011 that there is a gap of almost one and a half hour by the time that we will have the next satellite in place to communicate. The total gap time between satellite passes during one day using four satellites is approximately 22 hours. Finally we should refer to the Orbital Decay Characteristics of the Pico satellites because the TUBESAT solution that we are using is not having any type of propulsion on board so it will remain on orbit for a period of time depending on the sun activity. In our STK model we insert the parameters that we see in the following table. After running the model with the above mentioned orbital decay characteristics (Table 4) we acquire the following results. The PICOMIO satellites will remain on orbit for a little over a month, ranging from 30 -33 days). Changing in the model Cd or Cr coefficients to be identical as 2 and 1 (best case scenario) are only changing the orbital path for only one orbit. For example, if we change Cd and Cr for PICOMIO1 to the identical values of 2 and 1 respectively, it will change the orbital value only for one orbit, from 527 orbits to 528. The change is neither critical nor serious. The lifetime parameter influences the orbital path and the satellites to be up there for almost a month and this is the important fact for our maritime scenarios.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The modeling results clearly demonstrate that having six Tubesats in the Polar orbit would provide an operationally effective communication window, as big as four hours per day, depending on the configuration of the satellites. However, based on the described modeling results for four Picosatellites, we are going to have almost 2 and a half hours availability of communication which is enough time for applying reachback methods in operational use. The field officers need this capability in order to enhance their mission success and safeguard their tasks performing work on board suspect vessels through the tactical orbital reach back to fusion or/and C2 center experts. The proposed Picosatellite based networking model contributes directly to the emerging concept of Space Operations to Counter Maritime Terrorism (Fig. 2 ) by populating the "funnel" part of the diagram. 
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